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DETAILED INSTRUCTION 

 BROWSE THE DATABASE 

Users can browse the database via clicking the “BROWSE” button on the homepage, and then access 

specific data via multiple options. 

 

 

1. Browse NPASS by initial of NPs name or by molecular weight range of NPs 

Users can click specific column on the bar charts to access corresponding data. A new webpage will 

be shown to present a table that contains matched NPs on you click. Detailed information of 

individual NPs can be accessed by clicking the ‘Natural Product ID’. 
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2. Browse NPASS by initial of species source name 

Users can click specific column on the bar charts to access corresponding data. A new webpage will 

be shown to present a table that contains matched species on you click. This table includes organism 

name, brief taxonomic information, and number of NPs isolated from this species. Detailed 

information of individual species can be accessed by clicking the ‘Organism ID’. 

 

 

 

3. Browse NPASS by target category 

Users can click specific column on the bar charts to access corresponding data. A new webpage will 

be shown to present a table that contains matched targets on you click. The table includes number 

of NPs that have activity measurement on against this target and number of total activity records. 

The number of activity records may be larger than number of NPs because there are multiple activity 

records for the same NP-Target pair. Detailed information of each target can be accessed by clicking 

the “Target ID”. 
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4. Browse NPASS by Approved/Clinical drugs 

Users can click specific column on the bar charts to access corresponding data. A new webpage will 

be shown to present a summary of matched drugs. This table includes information of drugs (drug 

name, max developmental stage) and numbers of similar NPs at each similarity levels (High similarity 

level, Intermediate similarity level, and Remote similarity level).  

The similarity levels are defined based on Tanimoto coefficient (Tc), a widely used index for 

descripting structural similarity between two molecules, at different cutoffs (Tc>=0.85, 

0.7=<Tc<0.85, 0.58<=Tc<0.7, respectively) as descripted previously (Ref: Zhang C. et al. J Mol Graph 

Model. 2017, 76:136-142). By clicking the “Drug ID”, users can access the detailed information of the 

drug, which includes detailed information of the drug and similar NPs. 

 

 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Pharmacological+relationships+and+ligand+discovery+of+G+protein-coupled+receptors+revealed+by+simultaneous+ligand+and+receptor+clustering
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Pharmacological+relationships+and+ligand+discovery+of+G+protein-coupled+receptors+revealed+by+simultaneous+ligand+and+receptor+clustering
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 SEARCH THE DATABASE 

1. Search by NPs name/IDs, properties ranges, and batch search 

Users can input compound name (can be common name, synonyms, or IUPAC name), range of 

ALogP, range of molecular weight, range of number of hydrogen bond donor (HBD), range of 

number of hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), range of number of rotatable bond. Users can use one or 

combination of multiple of these options to customize their search.  

Besides, users can also input a list of names, or smiles strings, or IDs (can be NPASS Natural Product 

ID, ChEMBL ID, or PubChem CID) in the input box to do a batch search. In the batch search box, 

names/SMILES/IDs should be separated by new line (one line one name/SMILES/ID). After clicking 

the “SEARCH” button, a new webpage will display matched NPs. 

 

 

2. Search by NP’s structure (Similarity search) 

To do a similarity search, users can either draw a structure or input a SMILES string on this page. 

Users can choose a similarity threshold to indicate the similarity level. The threshold is Tanimoto 

coefficient Tc (Tc lies in [0,1], “1” indicates the most similar level, “0” indicates the most dissimilar 

level). The similarity search will return a new webpage to display: a histogram to present the 

similarity distribution between query molecule and all NPs in NPASS, a histogram to present the 

similarity distribution between query molecule and all Approved/Clinical drugs deposited in NPASS, 

and a table included NPs of intermediate and high similarity level (Tc>=0.7). Clicking “Natural 

Product ID” in the table can access detailed information of individual NPs. 
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3. Search by species source 

Users can search specific NP-derived species by inputting species taxonomic name or NCBI taxonomy 

IDs. A new webpage will be presented to display matched species and specific species can be 

accessed by clicking the “Organism ID” in the table. 

 

 

4. Search by target 

Users can search a specific target by inputting target name (can be protein name, microorganism 

name, etc.) or target IDs (Uniprot IDs and NPASS Target IDs are acceptable at the moment).  

Besides, we are developing and testing the protein sequence similarity search function to enable 

users input a protein sequence and search similar protein targets by sequence similarity. This 

function will be done by Sep-15, 2017. 
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 DOWNLOAD DATA 

Uses can freely and easily download data from the NPASS. In the webpage of natural product, there 

is a download summary table that includes several data sections users can choose depends on their 

interest.  

These sections includes:  

1. General Info & Identifiers & Properties: This section includes all data displayed in the 

table of “Natural Product” part of this webpage and data in the “External Identifiers” part. 

2. Structure MOL file: This section includes a MOL file of the NP. 

3. Species Sources: This section includes all data displayed in the table of the “Species 

Source” of the webpage. 

4. Biological Activities: This section includes all data displayed in the table of the “Biological 

Activity” part of the webpage. 

5. Similar NPs/Drugs: This section includes all data displayed in the tables of the “Similar 

Natural Products in NPASS” and “Similar Approved/Clinical Drugs” parts of the webpage. 

Users can choose part or all of these sections to download. The downloaded file is a compressed zip 

file that includes a txt file and/or a MOL file. A detailed instruction can also be found in the txt file. 
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 DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL WEBPAGE 

1. Webpage of a specific Natural Product 

The NP page includes six sections: 1. Natural Product, 2. Species Source, 3. Biological Activity, 4. 

Similar Natural Products in NPASS, 5. Similar Approved/Clinical Drugs, 6. The right side part of the 

webpage includes image of structure, external identifiers, physicochemical properties, and 

download data tables. 
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2. Webpage of a specific species source 

The species source page includes two sections: 1. Organism name, 2. Natural Products Isolated From 

the Organism. Users can find taxonomic information and external links (if applicable) of the species 

in the section 1 and all NPs from this organism. Users can access specific NPs by clicking “Natural 

Product ID” in the table of section 2. 

 

 

3. Webpage of a specific target 

The target page includes two sections: 1. Natural Product Target, 2. Biological Activities of Natural 

Products against the Target. Users can find detailed information of the target in section 1 and access 

each NPs that have activity records against this target by clicking the “Natural Product ID” in the 

table of section 2. 
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4. Webpage of a specific Approved/Clinical drug 

The drug page includes three sections: 1. Drug Information, 2. Similarity Distribution between the 

Drug and all NPs in NPASS, 3. Similar NPs. Section 1 includes brief information of the drug including 

max developmental stage, several external identifiers which links to each database, and properties 

of the drug. Users can have an overview of similarity distribution of all NPs in NPASS to this drug 

from the histogram of section 2. From section 3, users can access each similar NPs. 

 


